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A NOTE ON U–CYCLIC ELEMENTS IN MONOPOLE

FLOER HOMOLOGY

DAN CRISTOFARO-GARDINER, DANIEL POMERLEANO, ROHIL PRASAD,
AND BOYU ZHANG

Abstract. Edtmair–Hutchings have recently defined, using Peri-
odic Floer homology (PFH), a “U–cycle property” for Hamiltonian
isotopy classes of area-preserving diffeomorphisms of closed sur-
faces. They show that every Hamiltonian isotopy class satisfying
the U–cycle property satisfies the smooth closing lemma and also
satisfies a kind of Weyl law involving the actions of certain periodic
points; they show that every rational isotopy class on the two-torus
satisfies the U–cycle property. It seems that, in general, not much
is known about the U-module structure on PFH. Here we consider
a version of Seiberg-Witten Floer cohomology which is known by
work of Lee-Taubes to be isomorphic, as a U-module, to the peri-
odic Floer homology in sufficiently high degree. We show that the
analogous U–cycle property holds for every rational Hamiltonian
isotopy class on any closed surface and, more generally, for any
non-torsion spin-c structure. On the other hand, we also show
that a rational isotopy class may contain elements that are not
U–cyclic. By the Lee-Taubes isomorphism, the same results hold
for PFH. Our results are some of the first computations concerning
the U-module structure on these theories.

1. Introduction

Let Y be a closed three-manifold. Let s be a spin-c structure over
Y such that c1psq is not a torsion element. Kronheimer–Mrowka [6,
Section 29] have defined various versions of monopole Floer homology
with non-exact perturbations. To explain the variant of interest to us
here, recall from [6] that every non-exact perturbation has a period

class c P H2pY ;Rq. A perturbation is called monotone if its period
class c satisfies

2π2c1psq ` c “ t 2π2c1psq P H2pY ;Rq

for some t P R. It is called positively monotone, negatively monotone,
or balanced if t ą 0, t ă 0, or t “ 0 respectively (see [6, Definition
29.1.1]).
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Here we are interested in the “bar-version” HM
˚
pY, s, cbq of monopole

Floer cohomology with balanced perturbation as defined in [6, Section

30.1]. Let 2N be the divisibility of c1psq, then the group HM
˚
pY, s, cbq is

equipped with a relative Z{2N–grading, and there is a U-map defined

on HM
˚
pY, s, cbq with relative degree `2 (see [6, Section 25]). The work

of Eismeier-Lin provides a computation of HM
˚
in this case in terms

of the “extended cup homology” of Y , see [9, Thm. 6.4]; however, this
does not give a complete picture of the U -module structure directly,
and this is the question of interest to us here.
One motivation for studying the U -map structure is a recent result

of Edtmair–Hutchings, leveraging “U–cyclic classes”, which we now
introduce. Suppose Σ is a closed oriented surface endowed with an area
form ωΣ, suppose φ is an area-preserving diffeomorphism of Σ, and fix a
class Γ P H1pYφq, where Mφ denotes the corresponding mapping torus.
Assume that Γ is monotone, meaning that c1pV q ` 2PDpΓq is in the
span of rωs, where V denotes the vertical tangent bundle and ω is the
two-form induced from the area form on Σ. Then the periodic Floer

homologyHP pφ,Γ;Rq is defined. It is the homology of a chain complex
generated by certain sets of Reeb orbits, with coefficients in R, relative
to a differential counting certain pseudoholomorphic curves. It has a
distinguished map with relative degree ´2, defined by counting certain
index two psuedoholomorphic curves, called the U -map. We now say
that an element σ P HP pφ,Γ;Rq is U–cyclic if Ukσ “ σ for some
positive integer k, and we say that φ satisfies the U–cycle property1

if there are U–cyclic elements in HP pφ,Γ;Z{2q for Γ P H1pMφq of
arbitrarily large degree. We will not need to know much more about
PFH in the present work, but for the reader curious to know more we
refer to the discussions in, for example, [2, 4].
The work of Edtmair and Hutchings [4] proves important properties

of U–cyclic elements. They proved a Weyl asymptotic formula for the
PFH spectral invariants associated to U–cyclic classes; for brevity, we
will not recall the precise statement here, referring the reader to [4]
instead. They also prove2 various closing lemmas for any Hamilton-
ian isotopy class satisfying the U–cycle property; closing lemmas, in

1Strictly speaking, the definition in Edtmair–Hutchings is slightly less restrictive
than this: they have a family of variants of PFH, indexed by subgroups G Ă
Kerprωφsq, and require just one of these variants to have U–cyclic classes. Our
definition here is equivalent to the case G “ Kerprωφsq, by [4, Lem. 2.23].

2Independently and simultaneously, a Weyl law for the PFH spectral invariants,
without any U–cyclic condition, was proved in [2] for all rational isotopy classes of
area-preserving maps, and the closing lemma for general area-preserving diffeomor-
phisms was proved.
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particular, have long attracted considerable interest and we refer the
reader to Remark 3 below for further discussion. This leads to a natural
question: how plentiful are U–cyclic elements?
By an isomorphism of Lee-Taubes [8, Theorem 1.2, Corollary 1.5],

when Γ is monotone with degree greater than maxt2g ´ 2, 0u, where g
is the genus of Σ, we have

(1) HP˚pφ,Γ;Zq – HM
´˚

pMφ, sΓ, cb;Zq,

with all of the above isomorphisms preserving the U-action. By Uni-
versal Coefficients, it follows from this that the same result holds with
any coefficient ring R. Here, sΓ denotes the spin-c structure whose first
Chern class is c1pV q ` 2PDpΓq. In particular, one can understand the
U -module structure on PFH by studying the corresponding structure
on monopole Floer.
A better understanding of the U -map is also the subject of Question

3 in the aforementioned Eismeier-Lin work [9].
With these preliminaries and motivations now behind us, let us now

return to discussing the U -module structure on HM
´˚

pY, sΓ, cb;Rq. It
would be interesting to have a comprehensive understanding of this
structure and this indeed seems a worthy question for further study.
We content ourselves in this short note here with some first results
that are natural to wonder about given the Edtmair–Hutchings work
explained above.
To state our first result, in analogy with above, we define an element

σ of HM
´˚

pY, s, cb;Rq to be U–cyclic if there exists k P Z` such that
Ukσ “ σ.

Theorem 1. For any pY, sq with s non-torsion, and coefficient ring R,

the U-module

HM
˚
pY, sΓ, cb;Rq

always contains non-zero U–cyclic classes.

In fact, we give two proofs of this result. The proof that we are
mainly interested in here is a direct and relatively short proof, building
on work of Kronheimer–Mrowka, that stays entirely within the realm of
Seiberg-Witten Floer theory. One can alternatively give a very short
but extremely indirect proof of the above theorem as a consequence
of the nonvanishing theorem in [2], together with a known computa-
tion of Heegaard Floer homology and the Kutluhan–Lee–Taubes iso-
morphism between monopole Floer homology and Heegaard Floer ho-
mology proved in [7] — we give the argument in Section 2.1 below,
for completeness, as well. Since a rational Hamiltonian isotopy class
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gives rise to monotone classes Γ of arbitrarily high degree (see e.g.
[2, Section 1.1.2]), we obtain in particular the following corollary by
the Lee–Taubes isomorphism (1).

Corollary 2. The U–cycle property holds for every rational Hamilton-

ian isotopy class of area-preserving diffeomorphisms on Σ.

Remark 3. For the convenience of readers who are not specialists, we
briefly summarize some of the background regarding closing lemmas.
The basic question here (stated, for expository simplicity, in the context
of conservative dynamics) is as follows: for a generic volume-preserving
diffeomorphism of a closed manifold, is the union of periodic points
dense? In the C1–topology, this statement was proved by Pugh and
Robinson [12]. In general, proving similar statements in higher reg-
ularity has been a long-standing open problem, and it is the subject
(without the assumption of conservative dynamics) of Problem #10 in
Smale’s problem list [13].
As mentioned above, the Edtmair–Hutchings result implies a resolu-

tion in the case of area-preserving maps of surfaces, under the U–cycle
assumption that is resolved by Corollary 2; for a major antecedent
breakthrough on this problem, see [1]. For maps in rational isotopy
classes, Edtmair–Hutchings also prove some interesting quantitative
results, estimating the time it takes for periodic orbits of a particu-
lar period to appear under a Hamiltonian isotopy in a fixed open set,
see for example [4][Thm. 7.4] for the most general statement of this
form. While, as mentioned above, [2] provides an alternate approach
to addressing the closing lemma, it does not address these quantita-
tive results. The constants in Edtmair–Hutchings’ quantitative results
depend on the minimum degree needed to get U–cyclic elements. Equa-
tion (1) and Theorem 1 imply that U–cyclic elements exist whenever
Γ is monotone and the degree of Γ is greater than maxt2g ´ 2, 0u.
For more about closing lemmas, we refer the reader to the discussions

in [2, 4], as well as the very useful notes for the Bourbaki seminar [5].

Given Theorem 1, it is natural to ask if every class is U–cyclic, at
least in high enough degree; this is also a natural question on the PFH
side given the spectral asymptotics associated to U–cyclic classes in the
work of Edtmair–Hutchings as explained above. Our second theorem
answers this question in the negative.

Theorem 4. Suppose Y is a closed oriented three-manifold with b1pY q “
3. Let a1, a2, a3 be generators of H1pY ;Rq, and assume

a1 Y a2 Y a3 ‰ 0 P H3pY ;Rq.
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Let s be a non-torsion spin-c structure over Y . Then there exist infin-

itely many classes σ P HM
˚
pY, s, cb;Zq that are not U–cyclic.

Regarding PFH, we obtain the following corollary, which gives a
simple example where there is an abundance of non U–cyclic classes.

Corollary 5. Let φ be any area-preserving diffeomorphism of T 2 that is

Hamiltonian isotopic to the identity, and let Γ P H1pMφq be monotone,

of positive degree. Then there are classes in HP pφ,Γ;Zq which are not

U–cyclic.

The above Theorem is certainly sensitive to the choice of coefficient
ring R. Indeed, our aforementioned proof of Theorem 1 shows that

p1 ´ Ud´g`1qb1pY q`1HM
˚
pMφ, sΓ, cb;Rq “ 0.

It was first pointed out to us by Edtmair [3] that this implies that
every class is U–cyclic when R “ Z{2; a similar argument gives the
same conclusion for some other rings, for example R “ Z{p.

Remark 6. It seems interesting to us to prove Corollary 5, or a more
general version, directly, that is without using the isomorphism (1); we
refer the reader to the work of Nelson–Weiler [10] for some direct com-
putations regarding the related embedded contact homology (ECH) in
interesting cases.

Acknowledgements: We thank Oliver Edtmair for helpful corre-
spondence concerning an earlier version of this draft. D.C-G. thanks
the National Science Foundation for their support under Awards #1711976
and #2105471. D. P. is partially supported by the Simons Collab-
oration in Homological Mirror Symmetry, Award #652299. R.P. is
supported by the NSF (Graduate Research Fellowship) under Award
#DGE–1656466. B.Z. would like to thank Mike Miller Eismeier, Francesco
Lin, and Jianfeng Lin for helpful discussions.

2. Proofs

We now prove our two theorems.

2.1. The U–cycle property. Throughout this section, let Y be a
closed oriented 3-manifold and let s be a spin-c structure over Y such
that c1psq is not torsion. Let 2N be the divisibility of c1psq. Let R be
a commutative ring with 1 ‰ 0.
In this section, we prove Theorem 1. As we mentioned in the in-

troduction, there are two possible proofs and we give both for com-
pleteness. A central fact, needed for both approaches, is the following
non-vanishing result from [2].
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Theorem 7. HM˚pY, s, cb;Rq ‰ 0 for every R.

We now first give the (very) short but (very) indirect proof, using
Heegaard Floer homology and the above non-vanishing result.

The short and indirect proof. By the Kutluhan-Lee-Taubes isomorphism
[7], we have

HM˚pY, s, cb;Zq – HF8pY, s;Zq,

and the isomorphism preserves the U-action. By [11, Lemma 2.3], there
exists a positive integer l such that

p1 ´ UN ql HF8pY, s;Zq “ 0,

therefore

p1 ´ UN ql HM˚pY, s, cb;Zq “ 0.

By the universal coefficient theorem, there is a short exact sequence

0 Ñ HM˚pY, s, cb;Zq b R Ñ HM˚pY, s, cb;Rq

Ñ Tor˚pHM˚pY, s, cb;Zq, Rq Ñ 0.

Since p1 ´ UN ql acts as the zero map on HM˚pY, s, cb;Zq b R and
Tor˚pHM˚pY, s, cb;Zq, Rq, we conclude that p1´UN q2l acts as the zero
map on HM˚pY, s, cb;Rq. It then follows from Theorem 7 that there
exists

0 ‰ σ P HM˚pY, s, cb;Rq

such that UNσ “ σ. �

Of course, the above proof relies on the Kutluhan-Lee-Taubes iso-
morphism of monopole Floer homology and Heegaard Floer homology,
making a more direct proof highly desirable. We now give that more
direct proof, which will require a little more work.

The direct proof. The proof proceeds in two steps.
Step 1. Preliminaries.

Let T “ H1pY ;Rq{H1pY ;Zq be the Picard torus of Y . Since c1psq is
non-torsion, we have dimT ě 1. Let ξ1 P H1pT;Zq “ HompH1pY ;Zq,Zq
be given by

(2) a ÞÑ
1

2
paY c1psqqrY s.

Let ΓR
ξ1

be the local system on T with fiber RrT, T´1s where the holo-

nomy around a loop γ is multiplication by T k for k “ ξ1rγs.
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The following result is proved by Kronheimer and Mrowka [6, The-
orem 35.1.6]3.

Proposition 8 (Kronheimer–Mrowka, [6, Theorem 35.1.6]). The Floer
homology group with balanced perturbation HM˚pY, s, cb;Rq is isomor-

phic to the homology of a chain complex pC, B̄1`B̄3q, where f is a Morse

function on T,

C “ C˚pT, f ; ΓR
ξ1

q

is the Morse complex of T defined by f with local coefficient Γξ1, the

map B̄1 is the Morse differential of C˚pT, f ; ΓR
ξ1

q, and B̄3 has degree ´3
with respect to the grading given by the Morse indices of critical points

of f .

Let pC, B̄1 ` B̄3q be as in Proposition 8. For each s P Zě0, let FsC

be the RrT, T´1s–submodule of C generated by the critical points of
f with Morse indices no greater than s. Then F defines a filtration
on the chain complex pC, B̄1 ` B̄3q. We will abuse notation and use F

to denote the induced filtration on the homology of pC, B̄1 ` B̄3q. Then
Proposition 8 has the following corollary (see, for example, [14, Section
5.4]):

Corollary 9. The filtration F defines a spectral sequence S, where

(1) the E2 page4 of S is H˚pT; ΓR
ξ1

q,

(2) S converges to the associated-graded space of H˚pC, B̄1 ` B̄3q
defined by the filtration F . �

The next thing we need is the following lemma.

Lemma 10. Let T1 be a torus with dimension b1pY q ´ 1. Then

H˚pT; ΓR
ξ1

q – RrT, T´1s{pTN ´ 1q bR H˚pT1;Rq

as RrT, T´1s–modules.

Sketch of proof. When R “ Z, this was proved in [2, (70)], see also
[6, Page 688]. The computation generalizes to arbitrary rings in a
verbatim way. �

Step 2. The proof.

We will prove the theorem using the properties of coupled Morse
homology introduced in [6, Section 33].

3The original statement of [6, Theorem 35.1.6] was given for R “ Z, but the
same argument applies to arbitrary coefficient rings.

4This page is called the E1 page in the convention of [14, Section 5.4], and is
called the E2 page in the convention of [6, Section 34]. We follow the convention
of [6] here.
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Recall that Proposition 8 is proved in [6] by identifying the bar-
version of monopole Floer homology with a coupled Morse homology

on T, which was defined in [6, Section 33]. More precisely, there is a
bundle H of (complex) Hilbert spaces over T and a smooth family of
self-adjoint operators L on H such that the spectrum of L at each point
of T is discrete and is unbounded from above and below. Moreover,
at each critical point of f , the spectrum of L is disjoint from t0u and
every eigenvalue of L has multiplicity 1. The generators of the chain
complex C “ C˚pT, f ; Γξ1q as a Z–module are identified with the set
of pairs pp, rϕsq, where p is a critical point of f , ϕ is an eigenvector of
L|p, and rϕs is the image of ϕ in the projectivized space of H|p. The
operator T maps a pair pp, rϕsq to pp, rϕ1sq, where the eigenvalue of ϕ1

is next to and higher than the eigenvalue of ϕ.
Recall that the U-map on HM˚pY, s, cbq is defined by counting re-

ducible flow lines with index 2 (see [6, (25.6)]), so it can be defined
on coupled Morse homology. The U-map on coupled Morse homology
is defined as follows. Since T is finite dimensional, we can choose a
generic nowhere-vanishing smooth section s of the dual bundle of H.
We then have a chain map defined by counting index-2 solutions to the
flow line equations [6, (33.10a), (33.10b)] such that the spinor ϕ at time
0 satisfies spϕ|t“0q “ 0. The U-map is its induced map on homology.
See the discussion after [6, Proposition 33.3.8] for the definition of the
U-map in the torsion case.
Suppose now that there is an index-2 solution to [6, (33.10a), (33.10b)]

from a generator pp, rϕsq to a generator pq, rψsq. Then [6, (33.10a)] im-
plies that there is a Morse gradient flow from p to q. Since the flow
lines satisfy the Morse-Smale condition, the Morse index of p is greater
than the Morse index of q as critical points of f , and we have p “ q if
they have the same Morse index. When p “ q, the total counting of
solutions is equal to 1 if the eigenvalue of ϕ is higher than and next to
the eigenvalue of ψ, and the counting is equal to zero otherwise (see
[6, (25.15)] and the equation on the bottom of [6, Page 664]).
Recall that F is the filtration on C defined by the Morse indices of

critical points of f . By the previous argument, for each x P FsC, the
action of U on x is equal to T´1x` y, where y P Fs´1C.
Now we invoke the spectral sequence S from Corollary 9. By the

discussion above, the action of U on the E2 page of S is equal to
the action of T´1. By Lemma 10, we have T´N “ 1 on H˚pT; ΓR

ξ1
q.

Therefore the action of UN is the identity map on H˚pT; ΓR
ξ1

q. This

implies that the action of UN is the identity on every page of S after
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the E2 page. As a consequence, UN is the identity on

FsH˚pC, B̄1 ` B̄3q

Fs´1H˚pC, B̄1 ` B̄3q

for each s. By Theorem 7, we have

H˚pC, B̄1 ` B̄3q ‰ 0,

therefore there exists

0 ‰ σ P H˚pC, B̄1 ` B̄3q – HM˚pY, s, cb;Rq

such that UNσ “ σ. �

Remark 11. The above proof implies that

(3) p1 ´ UN qb1pY q`1 HM˚pY, s, cb;Rq “ 0.

This is because UN acts as the identity map on

FsH˚pC, B̄1 ` B̄3q

Fs´1H˚pC, B̄1 ` B̄3q

and the filtration F has height b1pY q ` 1.
If HP˚pφ,Γ;Rq is the periodic Floer homology of an area-preserving

map φ on a closed surface Σ with genus g, we have

xc1psΓq, rΣsy “ 2pd ´ g ` 1q

where d is the degree of Γ. Therefore, d ´ g ` 1 is an integer multiple
of N . When the degree of Γ is sufficiently large, we have

HP˚pφ,Γ;Rq – HM
´˚

pMφ, sΓ, cb;Rq,

therefore (3) implies

(4) pUd´g`1 ´ 1qb1pMφq`1HP˚pφ,Γ;Rq “ 0.

2.2. Existence of non-cyclic elements. This section proves Theo-
rem 4.
We will follow the notation from [6, Sections 33-35] on coupled Morse

homology. Recall the following construction from [6, Section 33.2].
For each z P Upkq, let C8pS1; zq be the space of smooth functions
h : R Ñ Ck satisfying hpt` 1q “ zhptq. Define

}h}2L2 “

ż

1

0

|hptq|2 dt,

}h}2Lv
1
u2 “

ż

1

0

|hptq|2 ` |h1ptq|2 dt.
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Let Hpzq, H1pzq be the completions of C8pS1; zq using the L2 norm
and the L2

1
norm respectively. Consider

LUpkqpzq : H1pzq Ñ Hpzq

h ÞÑ ´i
d

dt
h.

Then Hpzq defines a bundle HUpkq of Hilbert spaces over Upkq and L
is a family of self-adjoint operators on HUpkq. The pair pHUpkq, LUpkqq
is called the canonical family on Upkq.
A key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 4 is Proposition 12 below.

This result was essentially also independently observed by Eismeier–Lin
(in the paragraph above [9, Proposition 6.1]), without giving detailed
proof:

Proposition 12. Suppose Q is a closed manifold with dimension less

than or equal to 3, and suppose pH, Lq is given by the pull-back of the

canonical family on Up2q. Then after homotoping the family pH, Lq on

Q and with a suitable choice of Morse function f , we have U “ T´1

on the coupled Morse homology H̄˚pQ,Lq.

Proof. Consider the canonical family HUp1q over Up1q. Let 1 P Up1q
denote the identity element. For each h P C8pS1; 1q, the map

r ÞÑ pt ÞÑ eirthptqq

defines a lifting of

R Ñ Up1q

r ÞÑ eir.

There exists a unique connection ∇ onHUp1q such that the above lifting
is flat for all h. Locally, the bundle HUp1q decomposes as a direct sum
of eigenspaces of LUp1qpzq, and the parallel translations of ∇ preserve
this decomposition.
Suppose γ : R Ñ Up1q is a path on Up1q such that

lim
sÑ´8

γpsq “ a P Up1q

and
lim

sÑ`8
γpsq “ b P Up1q.

Also assume that a, b ‰ 1 so that 0 is not an eigenvalue of LUp1qpaq
or LUp1qpbq. Let ppaq be an eigenvector of LUp1qpaq and ppbq be an
eigenvector of LUp1qpbq. By [6, Proposition 33.3.2], the moduli space of
solutions to [6, (33.9(b))] from rppaqs to rppbqs over γ has dimension zero
if and only if rppbqs is the image of rppaqs under the parallel translation
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of ∇ with respect to γ. In this case, if φ is a section of γ˚pHUp1qq from
rppaqs to rppbqs that solves [6, (33.9(b))], then φ{|φ| is flat with respect
to γ˚

∇ and φpsq is an eigenvector of LUp1qpγpsqq for every s P R.
Now let Q be the manifold in the statement of the proposition. By

the assumptions, Q is closed and dimQ ď 3. Let pHUp2q, LUp2qq be the
canonical family over Up2q. Let

v : Q Ñ Up2q

be a smooth map such that the pair pH, Lq on Q is given by the pull-
back of pHUp2q, LUp2qq via v. We study the coupled Morse homology of
pH, Lq.
By [6, Proposition 33.2.2], the restriction of pHUp2q, LUp2qq to Up1q is

homotopic to pHUp1q, LUp1qq. Let NpUp1qq Ă Up2q be a tubular neigh-
borhood of Up1q. Then NpUp1qq – D2ˆUp1q. Let π : NpUp1qq Ñ Up1q
be the projection map. Homotope pHUp2q, LUp2qq on Up2q so that

(5) pHUp2q, LUp2qq|NpUp1qq “ pπ˚pHUp1qq ‘ L0, π
˚pLUp1qq ‘ L0q

where L0 is a constant self-adjoint operator on some fixed Hilbert space
H0. Here we abuse notation and use pHUp2q, LUp2qq to also denote the
pair after homotopy. Although [6, Proposition 33.2.2] already implies
that (5) can be achieved with pH0, L0q being zero, we will give an
argument that is valid for arbitrary pH0, L0q. This flexibility will be
needed later (see Remark 13 below).
Let H˚

Up1q be the dual bundle of HUp1q. Let s0 be a section of

H
˚
Up1q ‘ H˚

0

such that speq ‰ 0 whenever e is a non-zero eigenvector of LUp1q ‘ L0.
This condition holds for generic s because speq ‰ 0 is a codimension
2 condition and Up1q has dimension 1. Let s be a section of the dual
bundle of HUp2q such that s “ π˚ps0q on NpUp1qq.
Let f be a fixed Morse function on Q. Notice that Up2q is dif-

feomorphic to S3 ˆ S1, where Up1q Ă Up2q is isotopic to tptu ˆ S1.
Therefore, the complement of NpUp1qq in Up2q retracts to S1. Since
S1 has codimension 3 in U2, we can homotope the map v so that if
a, b are two critical points of f on Q such that ind a “ ind b ` 2, then
vpMpa, bqq Ă NpUp1qq. Here, Mpa, bq Ă Q denotes the locus of nega-
tive gradient flow lines of f from a to b.
Now we can compute the U map on the coupled Morse homology

H̄˚pQ,Lq. Since dimQ ď 3, the U map is decomposed to two parts.
The first part comes from the flow lines that project to the constant
map on Q. This part contributes to a term T´1. The second part
comes from the flow lines whose projections to Q are Morse flow lines
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on Q from a critical point a to a critical point b such that ind a “
ind b ` 2. The contribution of the second part is zero since we always
have spφp0qq ‰ 0 with the above choice of s for every solution of [6,
(33.9(b))]. In conclusion, we have U “ T´1. �

Proof of Theorem 4. Since b1pY q “ 3 and H1pY ;Zq has no torsion, we
have H1pY ;Zq – Z3. Let a1, a2, a3 be a basis forH

1pY ;Zq, and suppose
xa1 Y a2 Y a3, rY sy “ m. By the assumptions, we have m ‰ 0.
By [6, Equation (35.5)], the Floer homology group

HM
˚
pY, s, cb;Zq – HM˚p´Y, s, cb;Zq

is given by the co-kernel of a map from Z4bZrT´1, T s to Z4bZrT´1, T s
defined by the matrix

(6)

¨

˚

˚

˝

TN ´ 1 0 0 ´mT
0 TN ´ 1 0 0
0 0 TN ´ 1 0
0 0 0 TN ´ 1

˛

‹

‹

‚

.

The extra negative sign in front of the term mT comes from the fact
that we are computing the Floer cohomology of Y instead of homology.
By Proposition 12, the action of U is equal to the multiplication by
T´1.
For each non-zero integer i, let σi be the element represented by

the column vector p0, 0, 0, iqt in the co-kernel of (6). Then we have
npTN ´ 1qσi ‰ 0 for every non-zero integer n, and pTN ´ 1q2σi “ 0.
Suppose pT k ´ 1qσi “ 0 for some non-zero integer k. Then we have

pT |k| ´ 1qσi “ 0. Let ℓ “ gcdpN, |k|q ą 0. Then T ℓ ´ 1 is the greatest
common divisor of pTN ´ 1q2 and T |k| ´ 1 in QrT s. Since QrT s is a
PID, there exist u, v P Q such that

upTN ´ 1q2 ` vpT |k| ´ 1q “ T ℓ ´ 1.

So there exist u1, v1 P Z and a non-zero integer n such that

u1pTN ´ 1q2 ` v1pT |k| ´ 1q “ npT ℓ ´ 1q.

As a consequence,

npT ℓ ´ 1qσi “ u1pTN ´ 1q2σi ` v1pT |k| ´ 1qσi “ 0.

Since TN´1 is a multiple of T ℓ´1 in ZrT s, this implies npTN´1qσi “ 0,
which yields a contradiction.
In conclusion, pT k ´ 1qσi ‰ 0 for every non-zero integer k. It is

straightforward to verify that σi ‰ σj in the co-kernel of (6) whenever
i ‰ j. Therefore the desired result is proved. �
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Remark 13. In [6], it is proved that H̄˚pQ,Lq is invariant under homo-
topies as a ZrUs–module, but it is not proved that H̄˚pQ,Lq is invari-
ant as a ZrT s–module. Our proof of Proposition 12 only shows that
U “ T´1 after homotoping v and the canonical family over Up2q, and
with a suitable choice of the Morse function f and the connection ∇.
The computation of (6) is a consequence of [6, Proposition 34.4.1] (see
Proposition 8 above), whose proof also requires homotoping v and the
canonical family on Up2q, and a choice of the Morse function. A closer
look at the proof shows that the homotopies of v and the canonical
family on Up2q used in [6, Proposition 34.4.1] satisfy all the conditions
we needed for Proposition 12 in a verbatim way (the neighborhood
NpUp1qq in the proof of Proposition 12 corresponds to the complement
of S1 ˆW in the proof of [6, Proposition 34.4.1]). One can choose f so
that

(1) If a, b are two critical points of f onQ such that ind a “ ind b`2,
then vpMpa, bqq Ă NpUp1qq,

(2) f equals the pull-back of the projection from

Up2qzNpUp1qq – r0, 1s Ñ S3

via v on the pre-image of Up2qzNpUp1qq.

In this case, the Morse function f satisfies the conditions for both
[6, Proposition 34.4.1] and Proposition 12. Therefore, Proposition 12

indeed implies U “ T´1 if we identify HM
˚
pY, s, cb;Zq with the co-

kernel of (6).
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